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Virtual CAN Network
CANopen® API for .NET
Meets IP65 requirements
Works great with ATMEL FLIP tool

Our USB-CANmodul series provides you with an ideal
solution for connecting CAN to your notebook, desktop
or industrial computer. Powered by a fast 32-bit CPU, the
USB-CANmodul is available with up to 16 CAN channels.
The enclosed software driver is capable of simultaneously
operating multiple USB-CANmodul devices with up
to 64 CAN channels in total. For mobile and off-road
applications we offer a rugged version with IP65 housing
and connectors.

CANopen Library included
With our USB-CANmodul, we provide a CANopen API
driver for the Microsoft .NET framework. This driver
provides a wrapper around the SYS TEC CANopen protocol
stack and allows for easy implementation of CANopenenabled applications.

Enhanced driver support
The USB-CANmodul .NET driver implements a so-called
“Virtual Network” attached to a physical CAN channel.
This feature allows for simultaneous connection of
multiple host-applications to a single CAN channel. CAN
messages appearing on a Virtual Network are distributed
to all connected host-applications. Of course, the
USB-CANmodul driver maintains full downward
compatibility to previous versions.

Customized product versions
Do you have a product idea where this product could
fit, yet still has some extra features missing? We provide
expanded development services for OEM and customized
firmware to meet your demands. The driver is available for
Windows, Linux, WinCE and LabVIEW.

Example for a customer-specific adaption
The XMS-Box is a testing device for electronic
brake systems for Continental Automotive Group.
The XMS-Box is connected to the PC using the
USB interface; it is a real-time controller on ISO-K
and CAN and serves additionally as a RS232/
ISO-K level converter. Three pushbuttons and
four LED’s allows the user for full control over the
actual work status of the XMS-Box. The software
and hardware has been adjusted and improved
continually to meet the current requirements of
Continental Automotive Group testing devices.
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